The marine Landforms are formed by the constant action of the waves, tides, and

Marine Erosional Landform – chams, wave- cut platform, sea cliff, sea cave,

currents. The coastline under the influence of these denudational agents changes
the coastal landforms and gives shapes to various types of marine landform features.

sea arches.
Marine Erosional Landform – beaches, dunes, bar, barrier, spits.

Marine landforms depended on - Configuration of land and seafloor, Whether coast is
advancing ( emerging) seaward or retreating ( submerging) landwards, Submergence
of High rocky coasts, The emergence of low smooth and gentler slopes

classification

Introduction

Marine landforms

chams

wave- cut platform

When the sea waves strike against a cliff, the cliff gets eroded gradually and retreats.
With constant pounding by waves, as the cliffs recede, an eroded base is left behind,
called a wave-cut platform.
The waves level out these platforms to create a flat surface
Such surfaces may measure from a few metres to hundreds of metres wide and extend
to the base of the adjacent cliff.

These are narrow, deep indentations (a deep recess or notch on the edge or
surface of something) carved due to headward erosion (downcutting)
through vertical planes of weakness in the rocks by wave action.
With time, further headward erosion is hindered by lateral erosion of chams
mouth, which itself keeps widening till a bay is formed.

The most widespread landforms of erosional coasts.

Prolonged attack of waves against the base of the cliff and the rock debris that

Any very steep rock face adjoining the coast forms a cliff.

gets smashed against the cliff along with lashing waves create holes in regions of

Almost all sea cliffs are steep & may range from a few m to 30 m or even more.

weakness and these holes get further widened and deepened to form sea caves.

At the base of the cliff, the sea cuts a notch, which gradually undermines the cliff

Example Flamborough head, England

so that it collapses

Sea caves
Sea cliff

Marine landforms

Sea Arches

beaches

When two caves approach one another from either side of a headland and

Beaches are characteristic of shorelines that are dominated by deposition

unite, They form a bridge like structure known as arch.
These archways may have an arcuate or rectangular shape, with the opening

but may occur as patches along even the rugged shores.
Sands and gravels loosened from the land are moved by waves to be deposited

extending below water level.
The height of an arch can be up to tens of metres above sea level.

along the shore as beaches
Beaches are temporary features.

It is common for sea arches to form when the waves attack a rock- form from two opposite sides, the differential erosion

Just behind the beach, the coastal sands lifted and winnowed from over the

When a ridge of sand and shingle formed in the sea in the off-shore zone (from the

beach surfaces will be deposited as sand dunes.
On shore, winds play a major part in the formation of these dunes

position of low tide waterline to seaward), it is called a bar
The off-shore bars and barriers commonly form across the mouth of a river or at

Sand dunes forming long ridges parallel to the coastline are very common
along low sedimentary coasts.

the entrance of a bay.
Bars are submerged features and when bars show up above water, they are

Sand dunes are common in the coasts of Belgium, Denmark and the Netherlands

called barrier bars.
Generally, bars are approximately parallel to the coast

Dunes

Bars

Marine landforms

Spits

Barriers

An off-shore bar which is exposed due to further addition of sand is
termed a barrier bar.
The off-shore bars and barriers commonly form across the mouth of a river or
at the entrance of a bay.
They usually occur in chains
They are subject to change during storms and other action, but absorb energy and protect
the coastlines and create areas of protected waters where wetlands may flourish.

Barrier bar which gets keyed up to the headland of a bay is called a spit.
Spits are projected depositional landforms with one end attached to the land and
the other end projecting into the sea
Spits may also develop attached to headlands/hills.
The mode of formation of spit is similar to a bar or barrier.
A shorter spit with one end curved towards the land is called a hook.

